Goal and Field Set-Up Guidelines PCSSL
Westmount and Prospect 3.17.10
PART 1: Set Up Goals (for all teams scheduled for the first game)
Please arrive 30 minutes before game’s start time to allow enough time to set up
the goals properly.
Install Goals
• Unlock the goals from the fence using combo. Be sure to relock the chain to
the fence to prevent them from getting lost or stolen!
• Pull goals away from fence and tilt them forward. 3-4 volunteers are needed.
Deploy Nets, Stake goals, corner flags, Ref Field Bag & Garbage Cans:
• Unlock storage shed using same combo
• Westmount porta potty should be open
• Corner flags are inside the Goal shed - deploy to each field and install one flag
per corner. Simply push into the ground with your foot until the post stands erect
and is stable.
• Hammer 5 stakes on to each goal (2 on the left and 2 on the right and 1-2 to
anchor down the back bar; there are 10 stakes & a hammer located inside Ref
Field Bag.
• Put 1 Ref Field Bag behind goal that is closest to the shed side of the field – ice
packs are in the side pockets.

Be sure that the locks are relocked during the games to prevent the
locks from being lost or stolen.

PART 2: Take Down Goals (for all teams scheduled for the last game)
Please stay ~20 minutes after the game is over to allow enough time to take down
the nets and goals, store them and Ref Field Bags and make sure everything is
properly cleaned/locked up before leaving the field!

•

Remove all 10 goal stakes and put them back in the respective Ref Field Bag.

•

Store goals along fence, lock them down. Please make sure all the goals are
LOCKED. The nets stay on the goals.

•

Store the corner flags & Ref Field Bags in Goal shed.

•

Lock down the sheds! Make sure all lids and doors are closed snugly. Put the
lock through the bottom hole to minimize the ability to lift the shed’s lid up/open
which will help to avoid vandalism and theft to our sheds.

At Prospect
They need to put-out / put-away the corner flags (In the shed
behind the drinking fountain on the field, Combo ____. Relock
during the day)
They need to unlock / lock the port-a-potty (Combo _____. Lock
the lock to the bathroom during the day.)

EMAIL FIELDCAPTAIN@AYSO64.ORG IF NEEDED.

